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ABSTRACT 
 

An event is a piece of information for providing details about the state change of the processes of a software system and controls 
system behavior. Event-Driven Architecture (EDA) is a software architecture for promoting the production, detection, consumption, 
and reaction to events. Events in EDA trigger autonomous human or automated processing. EDA complements Service-Oriented 
Architecture (SOA) by employing events triggering services. EDA approach adds value to the enterprise by injecting value-added 
information. Some games are based on strategies for teaching system behavior by using processes, events and architectures. 
However, such games lack pedagogical strategies for teaching event functionality from EDA, which is necessary to the system 
behavior. We propose a game for teaching event functionality and the elements included in EDA by using a pre-conceptual schema 
(PS). Such schema is a computational modeling tool for representing a domain. PS includes structures for representing events, 
processes, and their relationships. We use such structures as pedagogical strategies, because the PS is a training and learning tool 
used in software engineering processes from academy and industry. The game is focused on teaching students and professionals in 
software system areas about functionality of events in EDA. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
An event is a piece of information about anything significant that happens. An event can affect processes (Edwards et al., 

2011; Noreña et al., 2014; Zapata et al., 2013). Information related to events has an event header and event body. Event header 
contains elements describing the event occurrence. Event body is used to describe what happened. The term event is used to refer the 
state change of the processes in a software system and it usually means a problem, an opportunity, a threshold, or a deviation of the 
system behavior (Michelson, 2006). 

 
Event-Driven Architecture (EDA) is a software system architecture and a paradigm for event-based applications. Event 

processing is the central architectural concept (Luckham, 2002; Dunkel et al., 2011). So, in EDA, the system is divided into a set of 
so-called modules (Klusman et al., 2016). Each module may independently perform a particular task (Tragatschnig & Zdun, 2015). 
Among such modules, the communication is achieved by using the production, detection, consumption, and reaction to events. Some 
elements are used in such processes like: (i) event producer (or source); (ii) event consumer; (iii) event processing; (iv) scenario; (v) 
services; and (vi) events (Edwards et al., 2011). Events in EDA happen inside or outside business and they are disseminated to 
consumer subscripted for triggering autonomous human or automated processing (Klusman et al., 2016). 

 
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is an architecture with all services defined. Such services may be used to perform 

simple functions or entire business processes. EDA is complemented by SOA because the occurrence of an event can trigger the 
invocation of one or many services. The interaction between SOA and EDA is a business intelligence approach. Such approach 
increases value to the enterprise as a neutral and independent manner of the hardware platform, the operating system, and the 
programming language in which the service is implemented (Michelson, 2006). So, SOA and EDA have received attention in 
academia and industry since they inject value-added information (Theorin et al., 2015).  

 
Cagiltay et al. (2015), Chen (2014), Orojloo et al. (2017), Mulazzani et al. (2017), and Qin et al. (2016) present game 

approaches for teaching the system behavior by using their process. Some of them include events in their definition and graphical 
modeling. Anderson et al. (2017) present a game for defining events in behavior systems. Bartoletti et al. (2016) provide a game 
approach for defining event structures by using formal notation. Zapata et al. (2014) propose a game for understanding the meaning 
of the events and their interaction in the software development context. Herzig et al. (2012) and Matallaoui et al. (2015) expose 
approaches based on the creation of architectures for games including process and events. However, their pedagogical strategies are 
based on teaching processes, event definition and architecture development. So, the game approaches lack EDA elements, and 
pedagogical strategies for teaching event functionality from the architecture. Such functionality is needed for allowing knowledge 
system behavior from EDA, which is used for developing software products.    

 
Accordingly, we propose Event-Driven Architecture Game (EDA Game) as an approach for teaching event functionality 
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and the elements included in EDA by using a pre-conceptual schema (PS). EDA Game contains events in a pandemic scenario, e.g., 
infection rate increases, infection outbreak emerges; producers who should create events, e.g., medic from a hospital; consumers who 
subscribe and receive notifications from such events by using event messages, e.g., analyst from a laboratory. In order to win the 
EDA Game, the players should treat disease hotspots and researching cures for plague before another team win.  

 
PS is a computational modeling tool for representing a domain. PS is close to the natural language by including 

unambiguous syntax and easing stakeholder understanding. PS combines graphic and linguistic structures in order to include 
structural and dynamic features of a software system i.e., nodes (concept, operator, conditional), links (connection, implication), 
relationships (structural, dynamic, and eventual), and gatherers (event, specification). Analyst can represent process, events and 
relationships in order to analyze the system behavior with such structures. PS-based events are used for triggering and dynamic 
relationships, which can be translated to either processes or services (Zapata, 2012). 

 
So, we integrate PS structures to game as pedagogical strategy in four phases for understanding EDA: (i) selecting roles and 

tasks; (ii) knowing event functionality and processes related to events; (iii) attending services; and (iv) competing for the sake of 
reaching goals defined by the EDA Game. We select PS because they are tools used for training and learning software engineering 
processes from academy and industry. So, PS eases acquisition and retention of information and increment skills in order to achieve 
goals. 

 
EDA Game is developed for teaching students and professionals of software system areas the theoretical concepts about 

EDA, their elements, and event functionality. The EDA Game experience is applied to student groups for validating the knowledge 
acquired during game. 

 
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the conceptual framework related to EDA; in Section 3 we 

present related work; in Section 4 we state the problem; in Section 5 we propose EDA Game for teaching EDA elements and event 
functionality; in Section 6 we apply such pedagogical strategy with students in software system areas. Finally, we summarize 
conclusions of the game and application, and establish some future work. 

 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Event: piece of information emerging at a certain time and place (Edwards et al., 2011); events affect the processes and they 

are used for designating the occurrence of something significant that happens (Noreña, 2013; Zapata et al., 2013). Software systems 
are highly influenced by events during the development process, since an event provides relevant information about the behavior of 
the software systems. Such information is used in the functional requirements during the software development life cycle (Edwards 
et al., 2011; Noreña et al., 2014; Zapata et al., 2013). Events can be a problem, an opportunity, a threshold, and a change of state in 
system behavior (Michelson, 2006).  

 
Events contain an event header and an event body. Event header includes information about the events like id, event type, 

event name, and, specification. Event body describes what happened. Events should be used in computational products, e.g., process 
diagram, state machine diagram, activity diagram, elicitation requirements cards, etc. (Noreña, 2013). Trigger and result are event 
types. Trigger event is used for indicating the starting of processes and their occurrences. Such event can be timer (based on time), 
message (an alert), conditional (a restriction), and declaration or none (a sentence; OMG, 2009). Also, they can generate the 
execution of other trigger events. Result event is used for indicating the end of processes (Zapata, 2012). 

 
Event-Driven Architecture (EDA): paradigm of software system architecture for easing high flexibility, scalability, and 

concurrency from event-based applications (Luckham, 2002; Dunkel et al., 2011). Communication between heterogeneous 
components is integrated in EDA. Such components perform a particular task by using the production, detection, consumption, and 
reaction to events (Klusman et al., 2016; Tragatschnig & Zdun, 2015).  

 

EDA contains some elements with the following description—see the pre-conceptual schema base on Edwards et al. (2011) 

in Exhibit 1—producer detects and notifies an event; producer type can be data base, application, business process, sensor, and 
human process; consumer subscribes event; consumer type can be data base, application, business process, actuator, and human 
process; producer and consumer process an event, such processing is represented in the PS as a frame including the dynamic 
relationships producer detects and notifies event, consumer subscribes event, and event triggers service; scenario is a domain; 
service is an action or process triggered by an event; event triggers a service and can be timer, message (alert), conditional, and a 
declaration or none. 

 
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA): service architecture defined by using a description language and interfaces in a 

network (Maréchaux, 2006). A business intelligence approach is the interaction between SOA and EDA. Such approach adds 
exponential value to the enterprise by injecting value-added information (Michelson, 2006; Theorin et al., 2015). EDA and SOA are 
combined for easy integration among business units and heterogeneous platforms and environments (Maréchaux, 2006). So, both 
architectures receive attention in academia and industry (Michelson, 2006). 

 
Pre-conceptual Schema (PS): A modeling tool close to natural language for graphically and computationally representing 

the domain of a problem and translating it to conceptual schemas and source code. Analysts and stakeholders can easily understand 
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and validate the information described in the PS. Consistence among structural and dynamic features of a software system is 
guaranteed in PS by using the following structures (see Exhibit 1): nodes can be concepts (nouns and noun phrases, e.g., producer, 
consumer, name); relationships can be structural relationships (verbs generating permanent connections between concepts, e.g., 
consumer has name), dynamic relationships (processes or services, e.g., producer detects event), and eventual relationships (verbs in 
events, e.g., emerges, passes showed in Exhibit 3); links can be implications (arrows of cause and effect, e.g., if detected, modifies) 
and connections (arrows between concepts, e.g., event triggers service); gatherers can be events (which triggers and ends dynamic 
relationships e.g., message (alert) emerges showed in Exhibit 3) and frames (integrates other elements e.g., the dynamic 
relationships: producer detects and notifies event; Zapata, 2012).   

 
RELATED WORK 

 
Some authors present approaches for teaching processes. Such games are based on a set of processes, but such approach 

lacks pedagogical strategies for teaching event functionality and elements from EDA. Cagiltay et al. (2015) develop a game for 
teaching processes by using entity-relationship diagrams for modeling data in relational databases, but excluding event functionality. 
Chen (2014) presents a game for teaching process sequences by using state transition diagram. However, the game lacks pedagogical 
strategies for teaching event functionality and elements from EDA. Orojloo et al. (2017) propose a game-theoretic approach for 
modeling security of systems by using a state graph including events, but such approach is only used for teaching processes. 
Mulazzani et al. (2017) present a directed acyclic graph as a Bayesian network of alternative models for understanding processes, but 
excluding event functionality. Qin et al. (2016) expose a game from probabilistic machine learning model for representing processes 
integrating events. However, such a game lacks pedagogical strategies for teaching event functionality and elements from EDA.  

 
Other authors present approaches for teaching event definition. Anderson et al. (2017) propose a game for controlling event-

driven behavior. Such game allows for recognizing and responding to different events occurring in the game environment, but 
excluding teaching elements from EDA. Bartoletti et al. (2016) provide a game from a formal definition of event structures with 
some conditions and services. However, such a game lacks pedagogical strategies for teaching event functionality and elements from 
EDA.  Zapata et al.  (2014) present an event interaction game for understanding events in the software development 
context.  However, such a game is oriented to explain the meaning of the events and their interaction, but such a game lacks 
pedagogical strategies for teaching event functionality and elements from EDA.  

 
Finally, some authors present approaches for teaching event functionality from the architecture. Matallaoui et al. (2015) 

develop a model-driven serious game development by using the Gamification Modeling Language (GaML) and Herzig et al. (2012) 
expose a generic platform for enterprise gamification. However, their pedagogical strategies lack event functionality and elements 
from EDA. 

 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 
Academia and industry in software system areas lack a game with pedagogical strategies for teaching students and 

professionals the event functionality and the elements from EDA. Such a problem is observed because the game approaches are 
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generally used for explaining the behavior of software systems from processes and some include events, but their pedagogical 
strategies are focused on teaching processes; other game approaches are focused on defining events and event functionality from the 
architecture. Also, the games use some diagrams, but excluding elements from EDA and pedagogical strategies for teaching event 
functionality and elements from EDA. Event functionality and elements from EDA are needed for allowing knowledge system the 
behavior of software systems from EDA; So, students and professionals can use such architecture for developing software products.    

 
EVENT DRIVEN ARCHITECTURE (EDA) GAME 

 
Pedagogical Strategy 
 

Game Objective: learning about event functionality and elements from EDA. EDA Game is developed in order to instruct 
students and professionals in software system areas theoretical concepts about EDA. 

 
Phases: (i) selecting roles and tasks, companies have resources for fulfilling the mission; (ii) knowing event functionality 

and services related to events, infection can arrive to city; (iii) attending services, companies can use services for obtaining more 
resources; and (iv) competing for the sake of reaching goals defined by the EDA Game, companies should cure epidemic infections 
in most cities for winning. 

 
Tools: EDA Game platform can be seen by all players (see Exhibit 2). Such platform contains the following elements: 

scenario determines the place when are detected and notified events i.e., world cities, where can be built research centers, can be 
produced epidemic infections, and can be cured cities and researchers; event producer detects and notifies event, and an event will 
emerge; event consumer selects services amount and services according to the amount generated. In consumer zone the number of 
researcher infections is included, which can be three; the epidemic samples quantity of every company, the cure, and doses of the 
cure of researchers, event producer and consumer zones integrate the event processing; event triggers service i.e., time passes, 
epidemic arrives to city (with research center), epidemic arrives to city (without research center); such events are displayed in a 
window from the platform (see Exhibit 3), the event epidemic arrives to city is presented with event message alert emerges for 
notifying the event occurrence; service should be used by researchers i.e., travel to city, build research center, explore epidemic 
sample, discover epidemic cure, treat epidemic city and treat researcher; such services are displayed in other window from the 

EXHIBIT 2 
EDA GAME PLATFORM 
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platform (see Exhibit 4).  
 
Events and services are represented by using PS structures i.e., eventual relationship with one or two concepts in a circle for 

events and dynamic relationship for services. We use such structures as pedagogical strategy because PS a is software engineering 
tool for training and learning processes for developing software systems from academia and industry. So, professional and student 
analysts acquire and retain information by using PS and increment skills in order to achieve goals from the game. 

 
Game Instructions 

 
Initial conditions: (i) selecting from two to six teams, such teams will be pharmaceutical companies; (ii) each team should 

select a color of the pharmaceutical company; (iii) each team should select a city without epidemic for building their first research 
center; (iv) each team will have three researchers for investigating and curing the epidemic. 

 
Mission: Company should cure most cities. 
 
Event processing:  (i) event producer detects event; (ii) researcher notifies event and an event will emerge: epidemic arrives 

to city (with research center), should occur in one city with research center away to the position of a pharmaceutical research center 
by using event processing; event information in software systems is notified by using event message (alert) emerges (see Exhibit 
3.a.); epidemic arrives to city (without research center) should occur in one city with research center away to the position of a 
pharmaceutical research center by using event processing; event information in software systems is notified by using event message 

EXHIBIT 3 
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(alert) emerges (see Exhibit 3.b.); time passes triggers services with no infection of a city (see Exhibit 3.c.); iii) events trigger 
services, event consumer selects services amount and select services according to the amount generated. Also, the services are used 
by the researchers from pharmaceutical company and they should be always different. The company should say the services they will 
use before using them. 

 
Services are: travel to city is mandatory as a first service, in each event processing should be used, in order to travel to 

another city, one researcher should pass throughout two connected cities without repeating the road; build research center can be 
used when all researchers from pharmaceutical company arrive to the same city; explore epidemic sample can be used when a 
researcher arrives to an infected city and then returns to the nearest research; discover epidemic cure can be used after collecting five 
epidemic samples, a researcher should go to his research center and take two doses of the cure; treat epidemic city can be used after 
finding epidemic cure, in an event processing can be used one to two doses of cure by a researcher; treat researcher can be used after 
finding epidemic cure, one to two doses of cure can be used by a researcher in an event processing; whether a researcher is in a city 
at his research center and has three epidemic infections cannot move from place. Then, another researcher should go to such city for 
curing him (see Exhibit 4). 

 
APPLICATION OF THE PEDAGOGICAL STRATEGY 

 
The EDA Game experience is applied to two groups for validating the knowledge acquired during games: group 1, 25 

students of requirements engineering in the system engineering program at Universidad Nacional de Colombia and group 2, 15 
practitioners in a software company from Medellin, Colombia. Validation is achieved in two phases (i) poll before game and (ii) poll 
after game. In the poll before game we included two questions: Do you know you about EDA? What is event functionality? in 
which, both groups knew event functionality and services, but in other architectures and they do not knew EDA.  The results in the 
poll after game are explained in Exhibit 5. 

 
We should observe from poll before game, pedagogical strategy by using PS structures improves knowledge about event 

functionality and elements EDA. Most students from group 1 and practitioners from group 2 achieved to describe elements from 
EDA as follows: events, producer, consumer, scenario, services, and event processing; and the most remembered elements were 
events and services for their graphical modeling in pre-conceptual schemas. Such answers indicated pedagogical strategy used in 
EDA Game allowed for learning about elements from EDA. Also, all students from group 1 and practitioners from group 2 defined 
correctly event functionality from EDA as follows: events trigger, produce, call, and enable services; and events change states and 
system behavior. Such answers demonstrated the ease of learning event functionality from EDA by using EDA Game. During the 
game we analyzed how the different teams had a good time and enjoyed playing EDA Game e.g., when epidemic infected cities and 
researchers, and when researchers cured cities and other researchers. So, the most students from group 1 and practitioners from 
group 2 evaluated fun factor of EDA Game with the highest score (5). The fun factor is a main feature of the games for teaching 
scientific and technologic knowledge (Vázquez & Manassero, 2017). 

 

EXHIBIT 5 
RESULTS OF EDA GAME APPLICATION 

1. Defining 3 elements from EDA 

Answers Group 1 Group 2 

3 right elements 14 13 
2 right elements 9 2 
1 right elements 2 0 
2. What is event functionality from EDA? 

Answers Group 1 Group 2 

Events trigger services 9 4 
Events produce services 4 0 
Events enable services 7 5 
Events change system behavior 3 1 
Events change system states 2 1 
Events call services 0 1 
Events start services 0 3 
3. What is fun factor of EDA game? (from 1 to 5) 

Fun factor Group 1 Group 2 
5 12 11 
4 8 2 
3 3 2 
2 2 0 
1 0 0 
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